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The Club Policy regarding the issue, care and return of all team playing shirts is as 
follows: 

At the start of the season, a set of playing shirts will be issued to each team which 
the coach or manager must sign for. This set becomes his/her responsibility for 
the season. 

Each player in the team is to be assigned a numbered shirt. The player wears this 
number shirt for the entire playing season. 

The player's name and the number of the shirt they have been assigned, must be 
recorded on the ‘Shirt Assignment Form’ provided. The Shirt Assignment Form is 
to be completed and handed to the club Gear Steward by the 3rd round of the 
season. 
 
 
Coaches/Managers may elect to do one of the following: 
 

1. Issue a shirt to each player in the team for the duration of the season. The 
players are then responsible for the laundry and care of their shirt during 
the season. Players must return their assigned shirt to the Coach/Manager 
at the completion of the last game of the season or premiership. 

 
2. At the completion of each match, the Coach/Manager can elect to have all 

playing shirts collected. The shirts can then be given to whoever is rostered 
to do the laundry that week. The shirts are then delivered back to the team 
at training or in readiness for the next competition game. 
 

 
At the end of the season, the Coach or Manager shall then return the complete set 
of shirts under their responsibility to the Club Gear Steward. Any missing shirts 
can then be traced to the person to whom it was assigned, and action taken to 
recover the cost of the shirt. 
 
All Players who do not return team shirts at the end of a season shall be 
declared ‘un-financial’ with PWYC FC and reported to the St. George 
Association.  
 
Transfer to another Football Club and registration for the next football season will 
be denied as a result. 
 


